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A central tenet of ecology lies in disentangling the dynamics 
between predators and their prey, with a major goal of under-
standing the mechanisms that mediate their interactions. 
While predator–prey interactions occur broadly – across 
taxa, environments, and time scales – one commonality 
is that chemical ecology plays a sometimes underappreci-
ated role in these interactions. The discovery that chemistry 
mediates predator–prey interactions, in addition to auditory 
and visual cues, has allowed us to expand our understand-
ing of prey capture and predator avoidance behaviors. By 
including chemical information, we can now examine pred-
ator–prey relationships over a larger spatial and temporal 
scale that was previously limited by short-range mechanisms 
such as sight and sound.

In this special issue, we explore how chemistry interacts 
with climate change, toxicity, and species interactions and 
explore the extent to which chemistry plays a role in preda-
tor–prey interactions in a food web, multi-trophic context. 
The selection of articles delves into the two main mechanis-
tic prongs of the antagonistic arms-race between predators 
and prey: 1) the direct influence of chemistry on individual 
organisms and 2) the influence of infochemicals in the envi-
ronment on the interactions between organisms. Importantly, 
the authors consider the biological context of predator–prey 
interactions by including crucial considerations of prey 
host quality, the role of other predators, and importantly, 
acknowledging the importance of taking a community-level, 
multi-trophic approach. Further, several of the papers in the 
collection highlight the growing need to consider abiotic 

factors arising from global climate change on predator–prey 
dynamics and the chemistry that influences them.

In recent years, there has been a profusion of research 
linking global climate change and extreme weather patterns 
to alterations in species-level interactions (Barton and Ives 
2014; Ward et al. 2020; Croy et al. 2021). It is clear that 
the impact of climate change is multifaceted and thus we 
expect it to affect predator–prey interactions by changing 
species both directly and by changing their interactions with 
conspecifics and heterospecific organisms (Barton 2010; 
Miller et al. 2017; Kansman et al. 2021). It is important to 
predict abiotic stress that organisms will face in the future 
and test the implications of that stress. For example, Guyer 
et al. 2021 used climate models to experimentally test how 
climate change will affect interactions between maize, its 
herbivorous pest (Diabrotica balteata), and entomopatho-
genic nematode predators. They found dynamic effects of 
changing plant quality on both the herbivores and the preda-
tors and predict that overall biological control will be weaker 
in the future climate. In addition to climate, altered  CO2 
can also influence organisms both directly and indirectly. 
Increasing  CO2 in the atmosphere reduces pH and thus 
is linked to ocean acidification. While acidification itself 
can have important implications for individual organisms 
(Talmage and Gobler 2010; Heuer and Grosell 2014; Schir-
rmacher et al. 2021), found that olfactory perception is pH-
dependent and thus, decreasing pH with increasing atmos-
pheric Co2 affects the detection and behavioral orientation 
toward predator-produced chemicals. These studies highlight 
the importance of considering not only the direct impact of 
climate change on species interactions but also how physical 
and chemical mechanisms that underlie interactions will be 
affected by abiotic fluctuations.

Articles in this special issue also advance our under-
standing of the mechanisms of toxicity in predator–prey 
interactions, in terms of predator resistance to prey toxicity, 
variation in sequestration of toxins from prey organisms, 
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and how to appropriately measure toxicity in predator–prey 
systems. Resistance to predator venom can alter population 
dynamics by allowing for prey to escape from predation. 
However, the mechanisms for venom resistance are not well-
understood. To address this, Rodrigues et al. 2021 measured 
venom resistance in Boa constrictors which are predators 
that can themselves be eaten by venomous coral snakes. 
Their results demonstrate that boas have evolved resistance 
to venom using phospholipase inhibitors in their blood that 
reduce several mechanisms of venom toxicity, providing 
valuable information for modeling species interactions and 
population dynamics of these snakes. Additionally, some 
predator species use toxic prey to their advantage through 
sequestration—a strategy that allows predators to be chemi-
cally defended by higher trophic levels. Yet, research assess-
ing sequestration in wild animals over the species range is 
limited. Mori et al. collected the Japanese natracine snake 
that sequesters bufodienolides from its toad prey across 
Japan and found geographic variation in their sequestration, 
highlighting the importance of measuring toxicity outside 
of controlled lab settings. In a laboratory study, Vilar et al. 
2021 investigated the presumably defensive toxins that are 
induced in cyanobacterial prey when exposed to infochemi-
cals from grazing Daphnia. Here, Daphnia cues induced 
cyanotoxins in the prey, but surprisingly, this production of 
toxins had no detectable fitness cost for the cyanobacteria. 
The improvement of analytical techniques and experimental 
methodology is the backbone for advances in chemical ecol-
ogy. Chan et al. 2021 specifically addressed the appropriate-
ness of using a model system (Brine shrimp), over ecologi-
cally relevant predators to assess prey toxicity. The authors 
found that the use of this model system proved to be an 
acceptable and reliable option that reduces limitations and 
allows for quick results compared to using vertebrate preda-
tors. Developing model systems for ecological experimenta-
tion is valuable for identifying mechanisms driving interac-
tions. However, there is a need for ecologically relevant, 
field-based studies to validate lab-based results, especially 
as it pertains to toxicity in predator–prey interactions—as 
this was a common theme across the articles in the issue.

Another critical advancement in chemical ecology of 
predator–prey interactions is the discussion of how host-
plant chemistry affects third trophic level consumers, and 
how predator chemical information is recognized by other 
species within the environment. To illustrate the influence of 
chemistry in a tri-trophic system, Ugine et al. 2021 assessed 
how prey quality varies based on the species and nutritional 
content of the host plant. The authors demonstrated poor 
quality prey, as a function of host plant quality, contributed 
to a shift to omnivory in the third trophic level. To further 
understand the impact of an infochemical on predators 
and prey, Grunseich et al. 2021 measured cues released by 
entomopathogenic nematodes and examined how these cues 

are used by competing predators and their cucumber beetle 
prey. Foraging prey were able to differentiate between the 
cues of the predators and responded by avoiding the actively 
hunting nematodes. Interestingly, competing predators used 
the heterospecific chemical information to locate areas with 
potential prey. This work highlights the importance of inves-
tigating predator–prey chemical ecology through a multi-
trophic lens to better understand the species-level variation 
in detection, response, and interactive effects of infochemi-
cals on food webs.

It is a time of rapid discovery in the field of predator–prey 
ecology as we continue to identify chemical mechanisms 
that mediate interactions and delve into the complexity of 
the systems, beyond dyadic relationships, to better under-
stand potential cascading implications. This Special Issue 
highlights advances in a wide array of taxa from plants and 
insects to plankton and snakes, and environments ranging 
from marine to terrestrial. Indeed, great progress is being 
made but future work must continue to focus on understand-
ing how a changing climate is interacting with and modify-
ing species interactions. In addition, it is clear that bringing 
research to the field, in realistic settings, will allow us to 
observe important variation in responses, and consider the 
community-wide implications of predator–prey interactions 
that are modulated by chemical ecology.
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